Custom Video Conference & Boardroom Tables

Our custom tables can be personalized by the number of seated individuals, overall top shape, and AV needs. Tables can be finished in our 23 stock wood veneer finishes, any laminate, or can be custom color or wood matched. As a standard, all have a self edge, surface and floor cable passage and, depending on table style, come with barrel legs, box legs or panel legs. Optional solid wood edging is available in a variety of profiles.

CTR 60x120 Natural Recon Laminate
Reference MFI #99792™

CTR 42x72 Custom Walnut with Reversed Diamond Veneer Pattern & Satin Brushed Aluminum Accents
A sleek power port runs though the middle for connectivity. Each slender box leg is equipped with an access panel and capped in brushed aluminum to match the top detail.
Reference MFI #48282™

CTR 36x168 Harvest Mahogany
Multiple Compact Cable Reservoirs were specified and provided by MFI. The top includes a solid wood eased edge. Each slender box leg has access panels with cable troughs running between each leg for cable management.
Reference MFI #39682™

Rectangle Shaped Tables
Retail Pricing starts at $6,600
Custom Conference Tables

Open Center Tables

Open Center UST 32 x 258 x 180 Classic Cherry
This Open Center U-Shaped boardroom table consists of ten electric monitor rotators and ten microphone hole cutouts. A solid wood waterfall edge was added as an option for durability and is stained to match the legs and top surface. Cable troughs run between the panel legs for cable management. Reference MFI #51542™

Open Center UST 30 x 132 x 246 Classic Walnut
This Open Center U-Shaped training table consists of seven mobile training tables, each with the ability to be easily connected or disconnected for breakout sessions. Five of the tables include an Extron CC200 cutout, as well as a metal modesty panel for privacy, metal legs with casters, and a cable trough for cable management. Reference MFI #58103™

Open Center UST 32 x 144 x 216 Classic Cherry
This Open Center U-Shaped boardroom table was designed with one credenza base at the head for storage. Privacy panels were supported by C-Legs running down the length, while the top included multiple pop-up cutouts and a standard self edge. Reference MFI #20902™

Open Center UST 32 x 144 x 216 Classic Cherry
This Open Center U-Shaped boardroom table was designed with one credenza base at the head for storage. Privacy panels were supported by C-Legs running down the length, while the top included multiple pop-up cutouts and a standard self edge. Reference MFI #20902™

Open Center UST 32 x 144 x 216 Classic Cherry
This Open Center U-Shaped boardroom table was designed with one credenza base at the head for storage. Privacy panels were supported by C-Legs running down the length, while the top included multiple pop-up cutouts and a standard self edge. Reference MFI #20902™

CTB 48 x 144 Custom Birch
This table has a solid wood waterfall edge and barrel legs. The two end barrels include hinged access panels for cable access. Cable troughs run between each barrel for wire management. Reference MFI #69441™

Boat Shaped Tables

Retail Pricing starts at $6,600

CTB 48 x 144 Brown Mahogany
This table has a solid wood bullnose edge and box legs with hinged access doors and notched bottoms. Reference MFI #83982™

CTB 48 x 183 Custom Birch
This table has a solid wood waterfall edge and barrel legs. The two end barrels include hinged access panels for cable access. Cable troughs run between each barrel for wire management. Reference MFI #69441™
Custom Video Conference & Collaboration Tables

To accommodate the popularity of video meetings, we offer several custom tables that can seat any number of users and include surface cutouts for small equipment at no extra charge. For smaller set-ups, our simple huddle tables with laptop connectivity are perfect for a quick get-together. All models come standard with surface grommets, floor hole for cable pass, box, panel or barrel legs, and levelers. Choose from our 23 stock wood veneers and finishes, any laminate, or our custom matching services to complete your collaboration set-up.

VST 65x96x324 Classic Walnut
This V-Shaped video conference table features a horizontal grain pattern top with the standard self edge, five surface cutouts for Crestron FT-600, and five microphone hole cutouts. The tapered box legs each include a locking access panel for service with troughs running between for cable management. Reference MFI #99313™

VST 40x60x240 Classic Walnut & Natural Maple
A solid wood Bullnose edge was made in Classic Walnut finish. The top was machined for nine Extron HSA 402 cutouts and nine Clock Audio C012E-RF microphones. For storage and cable access, each base was made with a locking service panel and included floor holes for cable pass and leveling feet. A custom logo inlay was added to the surface to complete the look. Reference MFI #91172™

VST 40x60x90 Classic Walnut & White Laminate
This collaborative classroom table was made pub height for stool seating. AMX cutouts were specified in the Walnut top panel, designed to be removable for future technology changes. The dual-arm was optional. The credenza below matches the top shape and includes locking panels on both sides for cable access and storage. Reference MFI #21803™

VST 40x60x90 Natural Recon
Reference MFI #99792™

V- Shaped Tables
Retail Pricing starts at $7,200
Custom Collaboration & Huddle Tables

**D-Shaped Collaboration Tables**

*Call for Pricing*

**MCDST 42x60L Zulu Laminate**
This D-Shaped Collaboration table included height adjust. The 1½” laminate top included a self edge with a cable trough running beneath for cable management. A tabletop stand was made to hide cables.  
*Reference MFI #92792™*

**MCDST 96x132 Custom Cherry**
This D-Shaped Collaboration table was designed for a corporate space. A standard self edge surrounds the top while surface components were specified for digital sharing. The large D-Shaped credenza base was made in multiple pieces and included access panels for service.  
*Reference MFI #21803™*

**MCDST 38x96 Storm Gray Matrix Laminate**
This simple D-Shaped Huddle/Collaboration table meets any budget. An 1½” thick laminate top with self edge is ready for a wireless system. The simple metal T-Base legs maintain a clean modern look.  
*Reference MFI #62313™*

**CTC-42 Light Oak**
This 42” diameter Huddle table includes the standard self edge and barrel base. An optional access panel with lock was added for storage security.  
*Reference MFI #05882™*

**CTC-30 White Laminate**
This 30” diameter Huddle table was designed pub height. An Extron TeamWork was specified for the surface and the standard barrel base included an optional access panel. An optional stainless steel foot rest was added for comfort.  
*Reference MFI #12592™*

**CTC-48M Silver Frost Melamine**
This 48” diameter table has a laminate top with a self edge to match. It also included a box base with aluminum metal corners and a locking access panel.  
*Reference MFI #79482™*

**CTC-48S Silver Frost Melamine**
This 48” diameter table has a laminate top with a self edge to match. It also included a box base with aluminum metal corners and a locking access panel.  
*Reference MFI #79482™*

Round Huddle Tables

*Retail Pricing starts at $3,100*
Custom Mobile Tables

In addition to our boardroom and collaboration tables, we offer a large variety of mobile tables for smaller arrangements or training labs. Available in multiple sizes and shapes, mobile tables can be specified with small equipment cutouts at no additional charge. Standard leg options differ depending on table style. All models are available in any of our 23 stock wood veneer finishes, laminate, or can be custom color or wood matched.

**Modular Nesting Tables with Folding Tops**
*Retail Pricing starts at $2,450*

![NML 30x60 Natural Recon Laminate](image1)

*Reference MFI #99792™*

**Training Tables**
*Metal C or T-Legs are Standard*
*Retail Pricing starts at $3,750*

**Mobile Side Tables**
*Retail Pricing starts at $2,950*

**Sectional Tables**
*Call for Pricing*

**MST 30x70 Natural Maple**
This Training table includes a solid wood eased edge and a keyboard pullout shelf. The metal C-Legs include a wire guard, casters, and matching modesty panels.
*Reference MFI #75113™*

**MTC 30x70 Natural Cherry**
This Mobile Side table includes wooden straight legs with a matching modesty panel and casters. A solid wood edge adds durability.
*Reference MFI #64381™*

**MST 30x48 Custom Quartered Walnut**
Multiple Mobile tables make up this ensemble, all ready to sit beside a mixing board console. The top edge is a custom solid wood profile made to match existing millwork in the room. A half modesty panel creates privacy and joins the wood C-Legs.
*Reference MFI #51472™*

**MTC 30x48 White Laminate**
This Training table includes a laminate surface with self edge and optional 3” gallery rail. The metal C-Legs include a matching modesty panel and casters.
*Reference MFI #49492™*

**NML 30x60 Natural Recon Laminate**
These flip-top, Nesting Modular tables include an AC with USB power port in the surface.
*Reference MFI #99792™*

**MTC-WF 30x93PUB**
Santa Rosa Plum Tree & White Laminate
Staged to sit one behind the other, these Sectional tables provided additional seating in the room while also being a space saving solution. The metal T-Base legs included casters.
*Reference MFI #60492™*
Custom Table Options

- Metal End Cap on Skinny Box Leg with Access Panel
- Skinny Box Leg with Access Panels
- Cabinet Box Legs with Access Panels
- Wood T-Leg
- Wood C-Leg
- Wood Straight Leg
- Metal C-Legs with Modesty Panel
- Metal T-Leg
- Credenza Base with Aluminum Corners and Access Panel
- Credenza Base with Access Panel
- Tapered Credenza Base with Access Panel
- Barrel Leg with Hinged Access Door
- Barrel Leg with Access Panel
- Panel Legs
- Marquetry
- Flip Top Center

Custom Solid Wood Edges for Tables
Pricing adds $120 per linear foot

- Eased Edge
- Waterfall Edge
- Bullnose Edge
- Traditional Edge
- Cove Edge
- Reverse Bevel Edge

T-Mold Edge for Tables
Pricing adds $40 per linear foot
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ELCO™ Style Configurable Collaboration Tables

Let us help you design a perfect collaboration table solution for your smaller corporate or higher education active learning space. Simple to order and cost effective, these ELCO™ Style table models are available in multiple top shapes with custom cutouts at no additional cost. The three base styles are available in any of our 13 melamine colors.

**Step 1:** Pick your top shape. Choose from D-shape, Rectangle, or V-Shape.

**Step 2:** Pick your base configuration. Choose from Option A: Basic, Option B: Integrator, or Option C: Designer.

---

**D-Shaped Top**

**Option A: Basic Base Style**

*Melamine Storage Box with Metal Post Leg*

Retail Pricing starts at $3,000

![D-Shaped Top](image)

---

**Rectangle Shaped Top**

**Option B: Integrator Base Style**

*Melamine Storage Box with Credenza Base*

Retail Pricing starts at $4,200

![Rectangle Shaped Top](image)

---

**V-Shaped Top**

**Option C: Designer Base Style**

*Melamine Storage Box with Box Leg*

Retail Pricing starts at $3,950

![V-Shaped Top](image)

---

**ELCO™-MCDST 42x60 Slate Grey Melamine Base & Textured Laminate Top**

This model ELCO™-MCDST 42x60 has been designed for a wireless collaboration system. The Basic Option A Base Style was chosen. An optional Chief bracket was added for the monitor display.

*Reference MFI #35803™*

---

**ELCO™-MCRST 42x60 White Melamine Bases & Maple Laminate Top**

This rectangular shaped table, model ELCO™-MCRST 42x60 was specified to include an optional Extron TeamWork 400. The Integrator Option B Base Style was chosen for additional storage. The top includes an optional Chief bracket for the monitor display.

*Reference MFI #94813™*

---

**ELCO™-MCVST 48x60 Asian Night Melamine Base & Box Leg with Grey Magnetic Markerboard Laminate Top**

This model ELCO™-MCVST 48x60 table was designed with a custom order markerboard laminate surface and Designer Option C Base Style. Also included as options were the Extron TeamWork 400 and optional Chief bracket.

*Reference MFI #84813™*